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TRT—STATE BINDING CO.
BOX 5795
MEMPHIS, TENN.

cWho Will Be Head Coach?
•-

FootballSituation At Tenn.A &I Univ.Arouses Great Concern

First In Series
with President Walter Strotia- left a feeling among
students reserve the right not to name
Until then McLendon Wasqf I need you I'll call you
By STAFF WRITER
er Davis, who announced in and faculty members
later, fensive backfield coach and he has been on
that the anybody to any position on the led to believe
the campus
Who will be the head football a meeting that he was naming
that he was go-i Also visiting the campus in Simmons'
implementation of a recruiting football staff for 90 days.
first assistant coach since about 1950.
Davis ing to handle all problems early February
coach at Tennessee State Add himself chairman of a three- program
was Vernon who has been at the university (5) James
for athletes should be said at the same meeting that
Hedgespeth, deconcerning athletics on the "Skip" McCain, head
university? The question is cry- man athletic Recruiting Corn- left
cinch about 10 years.
to the athletic department he would name the head coach
fensive line coach with about
campus, together with the di.i for Maryland State
ing for an answer. There are mittee. He also named Howard and
college. (2) J. C. Coffee, end coach one year under
that the president should and all other coaching postSimmons.
rector of Athletics and the Jackson State College's
also many other questions be- Gentry, former football head not lower
backs with about 13 years on the
the status of the tions. When the question was Athletic
Committee,
00 Cornelius Jones, kicking
ing asked about A&I. Present- coach, and now director of high office
field coach, Horace Gilltam, campus.
of presidency to that asked about filling various noWhen Merritt, accompanied was also on Tennessee's
and assistant backfield coach
ly, only the football situation athletics, secretary of the corn- of a scout.
'cam- (3) Arthur Simmons (not resition, and will the Athletic by Dr. Harry Wilson,
— longest consecutive number
at A&I will be treated here. mittee. McLendon is Coordinat- Speculation
head bas- pus April 28 for another inter- lated to the
head
over
coach)
whether
head
Committee
and
Athletic
direr- ketball coach and acting ath-lview. President
Speculation is that John or of Athletics and Instruc- President
Davis is ac- line coach. Last season was his of years on the campus. He
Davis would take ac- tor have the opportunity to letic
has been there since 1944—as
director of Jackson State l credited with going- tb see
Merritt, head football coach at tions; and Clyde Kincaid,
first year at Add after coachbusi- live control of football came make recommendations or seCollege, Jackson. Miss., canse, Merritt, recently.
a student, instructor and coach.
Jackson State College in Jack- ness manager of athletics
after he inactivated the entire lect anyone to till
ing
under
Kean
some
years
these
po- to Tennessee's campus, Gentry' Coaches on Lawrence
He has coached under Simmons
son, Miss, could possibly be- I'LL DO THE NAMING
Sim- ago.
football staff during a meeting sitions (coaching) President Dawas called by the president; mon's star, who
come head coach at A&I. He Such a move by Davis at January
were also (4) Kendrick Marshall, of- about two years.
5. He also announced via is accredited with saying and was
told "I want you to'sidelined ineluded:
has had several conferences, president of the college has at that time
fensive line coach, with one (7) Forest Strange, center
that he would "no." I'll do the naming.
I shake hands with these boys,i (1), Raymond Whitman, of.
year under Simmons. However
See FOOTBALL, Page
,
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Simmons Was
'Lincoln High
Head Coach
Front 1955 to 1960 Lawrence
Simmons was head coach at
Lincoln high school in East
St. Louis, Ill. He gave up his
job to return to his alma mater, A&I in 1961. He had played football in 1935-38 under
President Davis, who was
then assistant head coach to
Reuben Monday. In 1937-38
Davis went to Cornell university to work toward a masters degree. After returning
to A&I, he became a football
coach in 1939 at the request
of the late W. J. Hale.
Simmons, after one year,
returned to his hometown of
Drumwright, Okla. He obtained employment in Tulsa,
Okla., in the State Employent service. After a year he
nt to Cleveland, Ohio 194142. In 1942 he was drafted into
the U.S. Army. After being
discharged he returned to Tulsa, Okla., land Was re-hired -in,
the State' Employment office
from 1944 to 1946. In 1946,
President Davis called Simmons back to A&I as a backfield coach under the late
Henry Arthur Kean. He workDELTA'S "MISS JUNIOR MISS" — Miss Sandra Mced as Kean's assistant until
Glaun, a junior at Melrose High school, has been selected
1951, when he went to South
as Delta Sigma Theta Sorority's "Miss Junior Miss "for
Carolina State College from
1963, and she will be presented at the organization's
1951 to 1952 as head baseball
"Breakfast For Milady" at Curries Club Tropicana
and football coach and athon
Saturday, May 11. Miss McGloun is the daughter of
letic director.
Mr.
and Mrs. Edward McGloun of Detroit. (Photo By
President B. Turner of
Billy
South Carolina State felt that
Duncan).
Simmons was developing a
situation similar to the one at
Tennessee A&I and asked him
to resign. During his two years
at South Carolina State in
Orar.geburg, S.C., the team
14 games out of 18.
IF on
President Davis asked Sim.
mons to return to coaching at
A&I because of Coach Kean's
health situation. Simmons returned as head backfield coach,
1953-1954.
Funeral services for three were held at the Prospect
Arthur M. Jackson, who
was a member of the Board children who cued from poi- Methodist church at Byhalia,
soning after having eaten a Miss., last Wednesday.
See COACH, Page 2
chemical placed in cornbread, A crowd
of people were
in the church for the funeral,
and during the services the
floor caved in. The funeral
continued.

15c

Martin King Tells Memphis
Audience That Movement
Will Continue in Alabama

Local NAACP
To Honor
Meredith

James H. Meredith, along
with Atty. Constance B. MotMore than 700 persons pack- Greater Middle Baptist Church.
ley, will be honored at the NAed Metropolitan Baptist Church
King told the cheering group
ACP's celebration of the ninth
beyond seating capacity last "at one time we thought we
anniversary of the Supreme
Tuesday night to hear Dr. Mar- would not have been here toCourt's Decision outlawing segtin Luther King and other na- night — but some of us would
regation in public education.
tionally known civil rights have been in the Birmingham,
"Ihe Memphis branch will
leaders, who came here to at- Ala. jail. However, we are gotake this opportunity to pay
tend a two-day annual board ing to continue our move for
tribute to Mr. Meredith and
meeting of Southern Christian desegregation until the sagging
Mrs. Motley, both. of whom
Leadership
Conference
at walls of segregation have been
have made immaRsurable consinashed by the battle-rams for
tributions to the cause of Freeinteeration. We will continue
dom," Branch leaders said.
in Birmingham, in the south
The NAACP's annual celeand all America becaoc, the
bration of the Supreme Court's
goal is democracy for all."
Decision will be held at 8 P.M.
SENATOR EASTLING
on Tuesday. May 21 at the MetTh. integrationist of the
ropolitan Baptist Church, WalMontgomery Bus Boycott fame,
ker at McDowell. Annual merit
Itohl of his experience in the
awards will be ,presented to
I
upheaval,
currently
Matthew "Mayor of Beale ir
rock.alga,
local members for outstanding
mg
Birmingham
which
Street" Thornton is preparing
has reservice to the Branch.
to celebrate his 90th birtixdo slatted in the arrest of more
Membership Campaign
anniversary May 18. Though Wan 2.000 Negro women, men
workers are-urged to report as
blind, Thornton has maintain- and children — coupled with
many memberanips as possible
ed an active interest in commu- the fact that' high pressoron this occasion. The memberwater hose, police dogs and
nity affairs.
ship campaign, for which a goal
He came to Memphis76 years extra policemen have been
of 10,000 members has been set,
used
to
prevent
Negroes
from
highlights the Branch's activiago from his native West Point,
ties for the Month of May.
Miss. His father, Louis Thorn- demonstrating on the streets
of
the
city.
Awards will be made to outton was "free born" in Halifax,
King s a I d: "If slavery
standing membership workers
Vs. His mother, Mrs. Mariah
couldn't
stop
its,
then
tndawe
at the MFIV 21 Mass Meeting.
Thornton was born in Kentucky. They met and married obstacles won't stop us." He
The public is invited to at'MISS
MID-SOUTH
"
SHIRLEY
PURNELL
tend this gigantic Freedom
in West Point. They were farmSee KING, Page 2
'Mass. Meeting being sponsored
era. Other than Matthew Thornton, two daughters were born
by the Memphis Branch NAA('p.
to the couple.
The''Mayor of Beale Street"
is the father of three sons,
Powells Wendell, employed by
Universal life Insurance
•
Miss Shirley Ann Purnell, Various clubs and organipany; M
Jr. employed
Corn-athew, at lair
y
who won the title of "Miss zations will have models apthe Main Post Office; and HayMid-South" in a contest spon- pearing in fashions of the
wood Theodore, owner and opThe annual Show of Manaserator of a filling station. One sas high school is set for Wed- sored recently by the Tri- Roaring Twenties.
State Defender, will be the Judges for the affair will
daughter died
in
infancy. netday, May 15 at 8 p.m. in the
featured model in the "Roar- be selected from the audience,
His wife, Mrs. Margaret South Hall of City Auditorium. ing Twenties"
ball to be held and prizes will be given to
Thornton died here about 15 The show is entitled "Birth of at Curries Club
Tropicana on the persons adjudged to be
the New Beat."
years ago.
Saturday night, May 11.
most typically attired in the
Thornton's 89th birthday anThe show will demonstrate
niversary was celebrated at the latest three beats in cur- It will be the first public styles of that age.
appearance for the Manassas Persons desiring, tickets for
an affair held at First Baptist rent popular music, Bossa-noHigh school senior in her role the dance may obtain them
Church on S. Lauderdale St., va, jazz and rock-n-roll. A cast
as "Miss Mid-South. She is by calling the Tri-State Dewhere he is a member. The of 250 students will demonscheduled to be seen in fash- fender at JAckson 6-8397.
affair was sponsored by a Cit- strate the three beats by dancions of the 1920 era.
Mrs. Rosa Pittman is chairizen Committee, headed by Dr. ing, swinging and singing.
The ball is being sponsored man of the Dance Committee,
Hollis Price and Elder Blair Directing the show are Rickby Alpha Delta chapter of and Mrs. Daisy Page is presiT. Hunt.
ard Banks, Mrs. Georgia Har- Alpha Pi Chi sorority and dent of the chapter.
Thornton says that he wants vey, Miss Rose Caviness and proceeds
from the annual
Buried in the church ceme- to "be around to celebrate his Miss Bobbie Nelson and Miss charity ball are
donated to
WILLARD BOWDEN
tery were Rudy Johnson, 10, 100th birhtday.
Shirley Finnic
the chapter's projects.
Loise Lee Johnson, eight, and
Anne Fay Johnson, four, all
children of Mr. and Mrs. Vick
Johnson of Route 2 Hernando,
Miss Monetha Reaves of 487
Miss, James Docking, a twoEast Olive, a 22-year-old senior
month old son of Mrs. Rosie
and honor student at LeMoyne
Docking of 260 Wabash, MemCollege, has won two prizes
Gorine
Beauty
College's
phis, was buried at the same
in a creative writing contest
student body announces plans
time.
He
died
from
natural
NASHVILLE—Willard Bowconducted jointly by Reader's
for a. dance and hairstyle show
causes,
Digest and the United Negro
scheduled to be held at Flamin- den, 344 21st Ave., N., was
appointed a member of the
College Fund.
Still in John Gaston hospital,
/
2 Hermando St.,
go Room, 1401
recovering from effects of the
The contest is conducted anThursday, May 18, starting at State Pardon and Parole
Board, May I, by Gov. Frank
poisoning, are three other chilIllgually among students attend9 p.m.
Clement.
dren of the Johnson family.
ing the 32 member colleges and
Persons planning to attend
Bowden, who had been apuniversities of UNCP.
RELATIVE WANTED
the dance should purchase tickMiss Reaves. an English maWanted in connection with
et at Gorine Beauty College, pointed a parole and probation
officer
by former Gov. Buford
jor with a minor in secondary
the poisoning is Joe Louis
449 Beale St., or from any stuEllington, became the first
education, won first prize of
Manning, 26, who was married
dent of the college.
Negro
ever serve as a Board
to
$300 in the short story writing
to one of the daughters of the
member. His term became efcontest and second prize of
Johnsons, and who was said
fective immediately and will
$200 in the poetry category.
to have threatened his wife and
continue "at the pleasure of
She has received a check for
other members of the family.
the governor."
the second prize.
Police in Memphis are on
The governor said in a note
Miss Reaves, the daughter
the lookout for Manning, who
The A. B. Hill School PTA to Bowden, accompanying the
of Mrs. Willie Mae Reaves,
worked
for
chemical
a
company
has made plans for its annual notification of the appointMONETHA REAVES
left by plane Wednesday mornin Memphis where he gained
Spring Tea. Sunday, May 19, ment: "It is a pleasure I am
ing of this week for New York turning to Memphis.
access to the lethal substance,
at 4 to 6 P. M. in the school appointing you as a member
City where she will visit the
Miss Reaves is the first stu- which he allegedly placed in
auditorium, 1372 Latham St. of the Board of Probations
Reader's Digest Foundation
the corn meal sack.
The tea is open to the public. and Paroles. YciEE have been
and attend an awards lunch- dent winning in two categories
Manning is wanted by the
Mrs. Ernest Myers, president, highly recommended and I
eon at the Waldorf - Astoria in a single year. Serving as Mississippi authorities and the
BELI,EOPENING
the
GAMES AT
G. D. Clark, principal.
League. Others seen from my Daily,
have every confidence in
CoMPress
Hotel. She will be presented contest chaa-man at LeMoyne Federal Bureau of InvestigaVUE A bouquet of roses Was I left are Edgar Bass, Federal Sylvester
your ability to fulfill the du.
McKinney, Clash
the first prize check at the is James R. Miller, associatei tion'. The FBI is seeking him
ties of this important post."
presented to Mis.s Artie Mae COthprese Blues, assistant manprofessor of English.
luncheon.
Wildcats. and William Hoof, Hen Dyes
bn a warrant of unlawful flight
Other members of the fiveThe talented young lady is Miss Reaves' poem that won to avoid prosecution for mur- Watkins. queen of the Semi vier: Anderson Jackson, man- umpire. who died since close DALLAS, Orr. — (UPI) —
man board include State InPro League, when the teams ager. Bassotti
being accompanied on the trip second place was titled "Si- der.
Dodgers: Joe of last season. The Dodgers Matilda, an Arqucana hen, lays stitutions Commissioner Harby Mrs. Velma R. McLemore, lence" and reads:
One police official said the began the season with a dou- Parker, Humko team manager; took Humko it to 0 and the Eascter eggs all year around, ry Avery, Mayor Charles Crow
airman of the English Deble-header
according to her owner, Mrs.
at
5,
Sunday,
The air is silent,
May
and Robert Shores, Klondike Blues blanked
department has received inforof Clarksville, and George
the Athletics Frank Weins,
artment at LeMoyne. They
It makes no noise;
Dallas, Ore.
mation that Manning has been the laellevue Park. and mak- Athletics. A moment of silent 7 to
Yost of Springfield. The board
0 In the Karnes Hutt fol- She says the
will visit Waahingtdn, including
It is an empty vessel
lays
hen
eggs meets in various sections
seen in Memphis since the war- ing the presentation is John- Prayer was observed for
of
Tons- lowed. (Withers Photo/.
that
range
the White House, before rein
color
from
We fill up with sound.
greenrant was issued for his arrest. son Saulsberry. president of
ish-blue to brownish-pink.
See APPOINTED, Page 5

Thornton Looks
Forward To
Birthday Anniv.

Ii:e

Church Falls In As
Funeral Is Held For
3Poison Victims

LeMoyne Senior Win
$500 Writing Prizes

Manassas To Stage
Show MaY 15th At
Auditorium

Miss Mid - South To Model
At 'Roaring Twenties' Ball

Gorine College
Students To Give Willard Bowden
Show And Dance Appointed To
Parole Board

A. B. Hill School
Gives Annual Tea

410
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oppressed by the oppressors.
Several players were "drop-However, only two years working to eliminate the "bad ped by Coach Simmons" and
felt that Simmons should havt
Look at the separate but equal
have passed since Simmons conduct" of his players along dismissed by the University for
,I been in a better position sto
ractices. They were never instarted to work on the presi- with conditioning the team. "misconduct, including fights
decide this rather than I
tended to give equaltiy."
(Continued From Page 1)
(nague-d-From Page 1)
dent's "powerful team" pro- The approach resulted in "cut- in dormitories."
President who had not beefP
I
(Cuntinued From Page 1)
The young leader told his
ting some squad members, putgram.
•
Since President Davis has then started speaking on the audience that "segregation of Education of East St. Louis, coaching for 27 years.
coach. He returned to the TAKING A PIG
ting some on probation and appointed himself chairman
of
"The Meaning Of Free- makes for estrangement. It asked Simmons to take the
coaching staff in 1950.
Simmons has expressed his "screwing the nut down" on the Athletic Recruiting Com- topic
dom." He said Freedom is a cuts off from the mainland, job as head baseball and footFOR 90 DAYS
philosophy about building a others. Also squad members mittee, the athletic
director, chosen fulfillment of one's des- leaving one an island." He con- ball coach and dean of boys.
On Jan. 5, President Davis "winning team" many times. were told by the coach that
and all personnel in the de- tinea nature. Freedom shows tinued by saying that sit-ins. He accepted in 1955 and serv
called a meeting to which all It is generally known that he they would be compelled to
partment has been referred to that one has the capacity to the ballot and other non- ed until 1980 when he refaculty members affiliated with says "A winning team must bring their grade-average up
Starts SATURDAY!
as "rubber stamps."
deliberate, to decid e, to violent civil rights movemsnts turned to A&I. During the six
football were invited. He pre- be built around character, good to 1.5 (which is somewhere
May 11
The coaching staff has ek- choose." He added, "Segrega- are the Negro's strongest weap- years, Lincoln won 48 games,
sented the "Goal" of Tennes- academic efforts and good between a C and a D), to be
lost 12, tied two and won two
One Big Week!
Dressed the opinion that Davis tion is evil because it doesn't ons.
see Add, which was to "re- sportsmanship."
memcontinue
as
to
allowed
Is being very unfair to the foot- allow one to be free."
He predicted that Negroes city championships.
establish Tennessee A&I uni- Records of some of the "out- bers of the team.
ball coaches because two years He pointed to Mississippi and will be elected for Congress President Davis asked Simversity as a major football tending" members of the footMany squad members, par- is not enough time in which
said, "Negroes there cannot from southern states in a few mons to take the head coachempire. Outlined at "Objective ball squad, during Simmons's ticularly upper classmen, adto build A&I's team into a vote for or against Senator years. He referred to the state ing job of A&I.
and Method" was (1) a massive administration is blighted with hered to the discipline regula•
Simmons had let it be
"power house."
Eastling because there are not of Tennessee as being more librecruiting system. (2) establish- "arrests," beer parties in dor- tions set forth by Simmons,
Agent 007
Several of the coaches have 20,000 in a million registered eral than some other southern known that he placed academing a "Retaining Board for mitories during football sea- however, it created a resentic achievement above winning
expressed their disapproval by voters."
steK
tzg
The double
athletes. (3) also listed was son, slapping of co-eds on the ment toward him because he
saying "we want no part of
called "tokenism" an- games. He also stressed good
"0" means
"head coach, defensive - of- campus, "taking other students' denied them privileges heretoKing rapped President John
conduct and good sportsmanthe operation because of the
other
"form
of
seg
recta
tion
he has a
fensive coaches, offensive line possessions, and generally act- fore indulged. Some squad
F. Kennedy when he said:
ship. It was agreed that Simunfairness of the situation."
coach, backfield, kicking, cen- ing in a manner unbecoming members developed a negative
"Someone here tonight has the covered with complexities." He mons would be given four
license to kill
Members
of
the
football
also
said
that
was
tired
of
he
ter, and end and fundamental a college student and an ath- attitude which, apparently, efwhen he
squad held two meeting before strange feeling that the Federal hearing "I am the first Negro years in which to develop a
coaches. He also said at this lete.
fected their performance-. On the recent "Spring Break" for government is going to give us
chooses...
to be hired for this . . . I want "representative ball club."
point, I reserve the right not Several members of the foot- the other hand the greater perour
freedom
on
a
silver
platter.
President
Davis
is. reported
the purpose of speaking on bewhere he
to name anybody to any of ball squad were even repri- centage of the freshman squad
resnect President Kennedy. to hear more about the second, to have told Simmons which
half of the coaching staff I
third. etc. Negro who has been players
chooses...
these coaching positions for manded for "taking a pig from members cooperated. However,
Kennedy
going
Mr.
isn't
to
But
use,
how
to
practice
which President Davis had rewhom he ,
90 days. It was also stated that the campus farm, killing and about 10 per cent of the freshand what players should be
to do any more than we pres- hired."
cently
deactivated. Chosen
King urged his audience to given
the whole football staff would cleaning it in a dormitory with- men were influenced by upper
him into doing. Freedom
sure
consideration.
chooses! It
was
spokesman
was
Joseph
Anderrid
themselves
of
the
fear
of
go out recruiting players. When out authority or permission. classmen.
is never given freely to the
son, a quarterback who is a
NOW HE IS A
white people and death. also
the question was asked "what However;
Simmons brought seven of sophomore, from Indianapolis,
the fear of going to jail for ed from the audience.
do we tell boys whom we are All of this is readily admit- his 1980 outstanding players
FLESH
AM) BLOOD
Other
civil
familiar with the system he civil rights. He told of the
rights leaders
attempting to recruit — what ted by the coaching staff which from Lincoln high school with Ind. According to a report, ac- proposed to use, little
speaking briefly included Rev.
would
EXPERIENCE
ON
credited
to
him,
he
said
Presibombing
of
his
home
about
five
should their parents be told made it known to administra- him to A&I. The Lincoln's recbe accomplished.
years ago. He said each year he James M. Lawson, Jr., pastor of
THE
SCREEN!
about who is the head coach? tion. HOwever, the football ord that year was nine wins dent Davis refused to meet
Centenary
Methodist church;
Football members, faculty goes back to the. house and
Davis is reportedly to have members involved were allow- and one loss. Two of the seven with the squad, however, he
Wyatt T. Walker, Rev. Ralph
said, "Just tell them just come ed to continue to play every players the head coach brought met with the president , in members, ccesches, , alumni and looks at the hole the bomb D. Abernathy, assistant to
Dr.
to the greatest football em- game — in most instances with him, made the first squad. March on behalf of .the squad sports fariw particularly in the
King; Rev. Fred Shuttlesworth,
and coaches.
Nashville area, have conceded made,
"We must use the proper
against the head coaches's wishpire in the world."
His quarterback, Charles Pow- It was pointed out during this that "A&T cannot be successful
Rev, John Mickle, pastor of
method in gaining our freees. Coach -Simmons let- it be ell, who knew Simmons sysPOWERFUL TEAM
meeting that A&I's football in football under the present dom. I try to teach non-vio- Second Congregational church;
Who is the former head coach known that "because of pres- tem and every manuever, was
record of one win, seven losses situation with monopolitic in- ence. He who hates is a slave. Rev. Lawrence Heygood, pastor
Simmons? From whence he sure from administration to used a great deal during his
and one tie was not indicative terference from the head of Get rid of the notion that of Parkway Garden Presbyteruse
boys
forced
to
win,
he
was
came? Why is he being "let
freshman years. Fans as well as
ian church; Rev. S. A. Owen,
guilty of misconduct which other members of the coaching of the coaching staffs inabili- administration who has not time will solve this problem.
out to pasture?"
ty. Rather, it was the "negative actively coached football for Too many people are telling pastor of Metropolitan church;
taking
and
"slapping
included
It is general knowledge that
staff recognized that he was feeling" toward coaches. Nev- 27 years. However, he still
Negroes to 'put on brakes, cool- and Rev. Ben F. Hooks, chairSimmons went to A&I after purses from co-eds by some ot an outstanding player.
ertheless, the record reflected states that he is an authority off," He added "we cannot af- man of the mass meeting.
members.
squad
the
verbal contract between he and
AMONG UPPERCLASSMEN that despite the fact that the on football, despite the fact ford to stop now. Our nation
President Davis, who made JUST PLAY FOOTBALL
A&I outplayed six of the nine that his last coaching was in has a date with destiny. We
Simmons many promises to Also some of the football This caused dissension among
PHONES
teams, statistics-wise, only 1936."
are not going to use graduallure him away from Lincoln players were not compelled to upper classmen and a few other
275-9134
— WH 8-4015
three
teams
outplayed
A&I.
to
resentwhich
led
"This
is
killing
sm.
Now
is
the
freshmen
football
at
time
to
change
attend
classes
—
"just
played
High school in East St. Louis,
IAN FLEMING'S
They were Jackson State Col- A&I."
Simmons
and
our
of
Coach
nation
from
the
ment
quick-sand
in
point
is
esfootball."
A
case
where
Simmons
had
Ill.,
When Coach Simmons was of racism to a strong rock of
tablished himself as a meteor, Eugene Stewart, a quarterback other members of the coaching lege in Jackson, Miss which
won the national champion- contacted concerning the foot- brotherhood."
acquired tenure, grasped se- in the Spring season of 1962, staff.
was a junior. He should have Nevertheless Simmons "stuck ship, Grambling College in ball situation at A&I, he said, He said Birmingham is callcurity and enjoyed success.
It was a verbal understand- been a "senior" according to to his guns" and it resulted Louisiana, and Central State "I have no comment for the d the Magic City, but is the
TICHNICOLOIR.
press. I have not been told Tragic city for Negroes.
ing and agreement between the number of years on campus. in changing the attitude of college in Ohio.
Bar-B-Cue King Of
04,14•04 144• u..Iff
Simmons and President Davis Credit-wise, he was only an some of the team members. THIS IS KILLING FOOTBALL what my duties at A&I will be In conclusion he told how
Coming May 17 - 18
The
South
It is also said that the last It is generally felt that it —if retained at the university. actor Harry Belafonte raised
that the head coach would re- advanced sophomore.
2 Midnight Ramblers
It was understood when two years have, witnessed a is a disadvantage for the team I have no comment on the sit- h60,000 for bonding money for Fried Chicken & Fish
quire from three to four years
Only at 11:30 P. M.
demonstrators in the current
to "get A&I's football team Coach Simmons arrived at A&I change in the general conduct to not have spring practice. uation."
Pies
&
Doughnuts
"off of the ground" and to es- too late for spring practice dur- of football players. "It was And if the new head coach (Next issue: The organisa- urheaval in Birmingham. He
OR'Stage! All New!
tablish recognition among oth- ing his first year on campus better than it had been in a doesn't have spring practice tional operation of A&I's as an said "Walk on, walk on."
204 Hernando 1684 Kansas, .
carried by somebody who is educational institution.)
More than $1,349 was collecter "powerful" teams.
(Aug. 25, 1961) he would start long time."
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MAMMOTH LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENTS OF CONDITION
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1962, 1957 AND 1952
(In accordance with Annual Statements filed with Insurance Department of Kentucky)
December 31, 1962

ASSETS

4414•444.44
.4.444.444444
464.4*
444.4.41•44.4.

Bonds
$ 9,270,213.92
Stocks
239,876.64
Mortgage Loans on Real Estate
4,520,019.94
Real Estate:
Properties occupied by Company $873,170.57
Investment Real Estate
296,911.33
1,172,081.90
Policy Loons
156,784.78
Cash and Sank Deposits
301,120.53
Escrow Deposits — Mortgage Servicing Agents
46,719.63
Premiums Due and Deferred
256,163.49
Investment Income Duo and Accrued
151,338,97
TOTAL ADMITTED ASSETS

LIABILITIES
Legal Reserves
,•.
Claim Reserves
Premiums and Interest Paid in Advance
Taxes and Expenses, Accrued
Amounts Withheld or Retained by Company as Trustee
Mandatory Securities Valuation Reserve
Policyholders Reserve — Detroit Metropolitan Mutual Ins. Co.
Reserve for Military Coupons — Detroit Metropolitan Mutual Ins. Co.
Valuation Reserve (Ind. Life 8. Non-Con. ALM)
All other Liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES {Except Capital)

December 31, MI

December 37, 1952

$4,274,723.57

$1,050,173.11
163,805.00
1,314,974.61

91,37740
2463,067.88
$288,316.31
53,973.40

4

8254,732.74
-0-

342,289.71
23,789.71
251,479.79
29,670.99
130,616.58
53,873.62

$16,114,326.80

11
J. B. BELL, M. D.
Veto Ch•Inrom,

NW/

el Oloverco•

•

254,732.74
564.74
195.567.68
-082,668.46
17,037.17

_87,674,889.25

$4,079,713.114

J E. HANKINS

Try-

$11,973,151.72
126,145.13
171,920.59
180,902.43
276,247.79
81,280.60
691,238.90
18,119.47
624,138.00
38,016.85

$5,607,143.04
107,721.32
52,241.88
115,666.47
167,126.35
22,527.99
-0-0-025,638.59
514,181,161.48

$2,1102,999.01
73,092.72
33,043.03
77,466.38
82,700.88
8,677.93
-0-0-025,099.19

$6,098,065.64

MRS. HIU)A H. SUTLER
Vi,. Iivelite • .1.0.0er y

$3,103,079.84

•

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS
Capital Paid Up
Contingency Reserve
Asset Fluctuation Reserve
Ccntingency Reserve for Reinsured Business
Unassigned Surplus
TOTAL CAPITAL & SURPLUS
TOTAL LIABILITIES, CAPITAL AND SURPLUS

$

600,000.00

$ 300,000.00
325,000.00
-0-0951,823.61

400,000.00
18,680.73
70,262.29
844,222.30
$ 1,933,165.32
$16,114,326.80

CHARTS OF PROGRESS
CAPITAL &
SURPLUS

$9 220 214

$ 200,000.00
50,000.00
-0-0726,634.00
$1,576,823.61
$7,674,189.25

$ 976,634.00
$4,079,713.84

LAVAL T DUNCAN
V Ire Premise. • heater*,

$11,973,152

LEGAL
RESERVES
S1,937,165

51176,824
$976.634

TO OUR POLICYHOLDERS AND SHAREHOLDERS:
We value this opportunity to give you this report as evidence
of the progress which your Company has made. Our investment
in mortgage loans, $4,520,020.00, has been a significant factor in
enabling many deserving families obtain desirable homes. These
loans are not concentrated in a single area, but distributed
throughout the states in which we are doing business.

12,802,095

REAL
ESTATE
7N4 7)3

0., 11

1957

Dwi 31

1957

Lk, Jr

1,172,015
147 790

in,

1116,041,273

516 114.327

MORTGAGE
LOANS

'TOTAL
ASSETS

$4.570,070

INSURANCE
IN FORCE

Your support has helped us accumulate more than Sixteen
Million Dollars in capital. The Company is dedicated to a program
to use this capital constructively. Our investment in bonds is distributed: Government, $1,798,271.00; Political Sub-Divisions,
$2,255,052.00; Railroads, $302,924.00; Public Utilities, $3,312,421.00; Industrial, $1,601,546.00; Total, $9,270,214.00. Real Estate
occupied by the Company, $873,170.57, includes our Home Office
building in Louisville, and branch office buildings in Chicago,
Cleveland, Dayton, Detroit, Lexington, Milwaukee, and St. Louis.
During 1962 our payments to policyholders reached an all
time high, $1,535,480.00. This opportunity to make funds available in a time of need is the cause for our being. We were happy
for an opportunity to meet our obligation.

113.626.871

We earnestly solicit your continued support which will assist
us to grow larger and render greater service.

534.543,739

PAYMENTS TO
POLICYHOLDERS

$4079,714

. BELL, M. I),
Vire•t:liairmon, Board of Directors

11 535485
5416,745

1
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e•••

. E. HANKINS
President
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Angela Owen To Study
At School In Austria

percentage of Austrians.
The formal opening of th
Summer Session will take place
on July 14 in the presence of
representatives of the Austrian
government.
In addition to the regulai
Miss Angela Griffin Owen Miss Owen is a graduate
of classes and seminars, the stuIs one of eighty-five students Spelman college, Atlanta, and dents will participate in study
throughout the world who has is at present a student of the trips, attend the Salzburg Fesbeen accepted to attend the graduate school of Fisk univer- tival, and take a four day conUniversity of Vienna Summer sity where she is majoring in ducted tour to Vienna.
clinical psychology. While at- The site of the Summer
School in Strobl, Austria.
tending the University of Vi- School is the St. Wolfgant
She is the daughter of Mr.
Campus of the University of
and Mrs. William F. Owen of enna she will pursue additional
studies in psychology and Vienna in Strobl on the shore
1247 South Parkway East.
of Lake St. Wolfgang. The
German.
The Summer School of .the campus is located one hundred
University is a specialized and eighty seven miles from
Institution dedicated to the Vienna and 30 miles from
promotion of better under- Salzburg.
standing between Europeans
and Americans in the field of
general education. Its aims are
to enable English-speaking students to become acquainted
with the Austrian educational
and social values and to explain Austria's role in the
world of European science and
(The first hard riquor
arts,
that's not "hard.")
FEW AUSTRIANS
It is under the supervision
of the Academic Senate of the
University. Students of all
countries, having a sufficient
knowledge of English will be
enrolled. The student body
will be composed mainly of
ANGELA OWEN
foreign students with a small

!DOWN FRONT!
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
'IF!

Atty. Ira Henderson operator of the Big M, has his
Murphy can explain to the own variety of the Late, Late
satisfaction of the Grand Jury Show — after formal dance.
about his "gun-toting habit" Ask him how he packs his
AND THE JURY IS convinced, place for early oreakfast after
that will be good enough for a formal dance.
US.

THERE ARE SOME LOCAL
THE LOCAL KAPPAS re- POLITICIANS looking for
new
claimed themselves in their faces to enter the race
for the
presentation of the 1963 Deb- mayor's seat—com
e the Noutantes. It was a very nice af- vember elections.
fair. This cannot be said about
GEORGE W. LEE, the master
the 1962 Debutante presentapolitician, is in a better potion, held at Clearpool skatsition — now that Millsap Fitzing rink. It was like a "real
hugh has gone down in ignoble
drag, man."
defeat.
MELVIN BONDS, owner and
IT WILL NOT COME as a
surprise if head Coach of Football. John Merritt of Jackson
State College in Jackson, Miss.
is mode head coach at Tenn.
A az I State university. As a
matter of fact, we have a suspicion that he had already
made some pretty serious commitments to President W. S.
Davis.
Benjamin Blakey is in E. H.
Crump hospital for observation.
We regret that he is not so
chipper. But look at that nice
long rest he is getting. So guys
get all of the breaks.

Introducing
Soft
Whiskey.

•

WINNER.S AT TSC — Students at Tennessee State recently elected these students to offices for the 1963-64 school year
In a campus election. From left are Gerald
Durley, Student Council President; Miss

Janie Ogilvie, Miss Tennessee State University;" and Napoleon Hornbuckle, Student Council vice president. The students
are members of Greek letter organizations
at TSU.

Christian Home Week
At Beulah Baptist

John Ronza's

LIQUORS

FattIA-ZVItt
ALOFFEIR!

Ilt 5.7573

:ASE PRICE!

I

•

GENERAL

.1 UK.I

Ni.; \DUO WIOSKIN•Pi. PROOF
e.i% CRAIN NIFDTXM. SP/RilS
CU 55 51 DIST. CO., 1.0(11SV11.1.1.. KY

(.1.7b7gski

ND SAVE"

ELECTRIC

i'OR SPRING AND SUMMER

i's Greatest
le Value !

•

-

kt4

s T-W -E-L-V-E

FERENT OUTFITS

Lta

•
*16

E1/44
,L

NTHS TO PAY!

44,4
;
6-47
4.;114iir

LARS DOWN
LARS PER MONTH
s What You Get:
ITS, Dacron` and Wool
$13000
Shoulder or Pleated, $65 ea.
coat Natural Shoulder
$3995
end Wool
'routers, DaCron • and
laT7Fr5
$.9
ea.

?

$359°
TOTAL VALUE,
• •$205"

ATCH ENSEMBLES
TROUSERS
:TFITS

Pc.OUTDOOR LOUNGE
ENSEMBLE...

-Phis Sales Tax and a Smell Service Charge

$12 per month with one year to pay. Full
torts, longs and extra longs, 36 to 48. Slacks
efer. you may use.your 90-day open account

Aluminum folding web chairs and chaise lounge. Folds
storage and portability. Available in green and white quick and easy for
stripe webbing only.
This offer expires May 31, 1963

156

ONLY . . ..

4e413

109 MADISON
AT MAIN
Open Monday and
Thursday 'fil 9 p.m.
JA 5-3886

••••••••••••••1•....

=Tr

WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY 1963
GENERAL ELECTRIC AIR CONDITIONER!
(EXCLUDING 110051 1P-3111A)

lUPON ON PURCHASE OF
18E, A BEAUTIFUL $2.50
TIE RECEIVED
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----------Several players were "dropHowever, only two years working to eliminate the "bad
oppressed by the oppressors.
have pissed since Simmons conduct" of his players along ped by Coach Simmons" and
LOok at the separate but equal
felt that Simmons s
started to work on the presi- with conditioning the team. dismissed by the University for
ractices. They were never inbeen in a better
dent's "powerful team" pro- The approach resulted in "cut- "misconduct, including fights
(Continued From Page 1)
tended to Awe equaltiy."
decide this rather
(Continued From Page 1)
in dormitories."
(77rgi
tie
gram.
d-From
Page
ting some squad members, put1)
President who had
The young leader told his
coach. He returned to the TAXING A PIG
Since President Davis has then started
ting some on probation and
speaking on the audience that "segregation of Education
coaching staff in 1950.
of East St. Louis, . _ _
Simmons has expressed his "screwing the nut down" on appointed himself chairman. of topic "The Meaning of Free- makes for
estrangement. It asked Simmons to take the
FOR 90 DAYS
philosophy about building a others. Also squad members the Athletic Recruiting Com- dons." He said Freedom is
a cuts off from the mainland, job as head baseball and footOn Jan. 5, President Davis "winning teem" many
times. were told by the coach that mittee, the athletic director, chosen fulfillment of one's des- leaving one an Island." He con- ball coach
and dean of boys.
called a meeting to which all It is generally known
that he they would be compelled to and all personnel in the de- tinect nature. Freedom shows tinued by saying that sit-ins, He accepted
in 1955 and serv
faculty members affiliated with says "A winning team
must bring their grade-average up partment has been referred to that one has the capacity to the ballot and other
non- ed until 1960 when he refootball were invited. He pre- be built around
character, good to 1.5 (which is somewhere as "rubber stampl."
Starts SATUR
deliberate. to dec id e, to violent civil rights movements turned to A&I. During
sented the "Goal" of Tennes- academic efforts and
the six
The coaching staff has eft- choose."
good between a C and a D), to be
He added, "Segrega- are the Negro's strongest weap- years, Lincoln won 46 games,
May 11
see A&I, which was to "re- sportsmanship."
pressed
the opinion that Davis tion is evil because
allowed to continue as memit doesn't ons.
lost 12, tied two and won two
One Big We
establish Tennessee A&I uni- Records of some of the
is being very unfair to the foot- allow
"out- bers of the team.
one
to
be
free."
He oredicted that Negroes city championships.
versity as a major football standing" members of the
ball coaches because two years
footMany squad members, parHe pointed to Mississippi and will be elected for Congress President Davis asked Simempire. Outlined at "Objective ball squad, during Simmons'
s ticularly upper classmen, ad- is • not enough time in which said, "Negroes
from
southern states in a few mons to take the head coachthere cannot
and Method" was (1) a massive administration is blighted with
to build Adel's team into a
vote for or against Senator years. He referred to the state ing job of A&I.
recruiting system. (2) establish- "arrests," beer parties in dor- hered to the discipline regula- "power house."
ing a "Retaining Board for mitories during football sea- tions set forth by Simmons, Several of the coaches have Eastling because there are not of Tennessee as being more lib- Simmons had let it be
Agent 007
athletes. (3) also listed was son, slapping of co-eds on the however, it created a resent- expressed their disapproval by 20,000 in a million registered eral than some other southern known that he placed academstains.
ic achievement above winning
voters."
"head coach, defensive - of- campus, "taking other students' ment toward him because he saying "we want no part
The double
of
games.
denied
them
He
privileges
also
heretostressed
good
fensive coaches, offensive line possessions, and generally actthe operation because of the King rapoed President John King called "tokenism" an- conduct
0"means
fore
indulged.
and
good
Some
squad
other
"form
sportsmanof segregation
coach, backfield, kicking, cen- ing in a manner unbecoming
unfairness of the situation." F. Kennedy when he said:
he has a
covered with complexities." He ship. It was agreed that Simter, and end and fundamental a college student and an ath- members developed a negative
"Someone
here
tonight
has
Members
the
of
the
football
mons would be given four
license to kill
attitude which, apparently, efcoeches. He also said at this lete.
squad held two meeting before strange feeling that the Federal also said that he was tired of years in which
to develop a
when he
point, I reserve the right not Several members of the foot- fected their performance: On the recent "Spring Break"
government is going to give us hearing "I am the first Negro
for
to be hired for this . . . I want "representative ball club."
chooses...
to name anybody to any of ball squad were even repri- the other hand the greater per- the purpose of speaking
our
freedom
on
a
silver
platter.
on beto hear more about the second, President Davis is. reported
these coaching positions for manded for "taking a pig from centage of the freshman squad half of the coaching
where he
to have told Simmons which
staff I resnect President Kennedy. third, etc.
Negro who has been
90 days. It was also stated that the campus farm, killing and members cooperated. However, which President Davis had
But
Mr.
Kennedy
Chooses,..
isn't
going
players to use, how to practice
reabout
10
per
cent
of
freshthe
hired."
the whole football staff would cleaning it in a dormitory withcently
deactivated. Chosen to do any more than we preswhom he
King urged his audience to and what players should be
go out recruiting players. When out authority or permission. men were influenced by upper spokesman was Joseph
given consideration. It was
Ander- sure him into doing. Freedom rid
classmen.
chooses!
themselve
s of the fear of
the question was asked "what However;
son, a quarterback who is a is never given freely to the
Simmons brought seven of
white people and death, also
do we tell boys whom we are All of this is readily admitNOV
HE
IS
A
sophomore, from Indianapolis,
the fear of going to jail for ed from the audience.
attempting to recruit — what ted by the coaching staff which his 1980 outstanding players Ind. According
to a report, ac- familiar with the system he
Other civil rights leaders
civil rights. He told of the
should their parents be told made it known to administra- from Lincoln high school with credited to him, he
said Presi- proposed to use, little would
bombing of his home about five speaking briefly included Rev.
about who is the head coach? tion. However, the football him to A&I. The Lincoln's rec- dent Davis refused
011111.11,111111,
to meet be accomplished.
years ago. He said each year he James M. Lawson, Jr., pastor of
Davis is reportedly to have members involved were allow- ord that year was nine wins with the squad,
THE
however,
SCREEN
he
Football members, faculty goes back
said, "Just tell them just come ed to continue to play every and one loss. Two of the seven met with the
to the. house and Centenary Methodist church;
president in members,. copelpa, alVmni and looks
at the hole the bomb Wyatt T. Walker, Rev. Ralph
to the greatest football em- game — in most instances players the head coach brought March on behalf
of the squad sports teem particularly in the made.
D. Abernathy, assistant to Dr.
pire in the worl4"
against the head coaches's wish- with him, made the first squad. and coaches.
Nashville area, have conceded "We
quarterba
His
Charles
ck,
Powmust use the proper King; Rev. Fred Shuttlesworth,
es. Coach Simmons let it be
POWERFUL TEAM
It
was
pointed
out
during
this
that
"A&1
cannot be successful method in gaining our
Rev. John Mickle, pastor of
freeWho is the former head coach known that "because of pres- ell, who knew Simmons sys- meeting that A&I's football in football
Second Congregational church;
under the present dom. I try to teach
non-vioSimmons? From whence he sure from administration to tem and every manuever, was record of one win, seven losses situation
with
monopolitic in- lence. He who hates is a slave. Rev. Lawrence Heygood, pastor
came? Why is he being "let win, he was forced to use boys used a great deal during his and one tie was not indicative terference
of Parkway Garden Presbyterfrom the head of Get rid of the notion
guilty of misconduct which freshman years. Fans as well as of the coaching staff's inabili- administra
that
out to pasture?"
tion
who has not time will solve this problem. ian church; Rev. S. A. Owen,
other members of the coaching
included
"slapping
It is general knowledge that
and taking
ty. Rather, it was the "negative actively coached football for
Too many people are telling pastor of Metropolitan church;
Simmons went to Add after purses from co-eds by some tit staff recognized that he was feeling" toward coaches. Nev- 27 years.
However, he still Negroes to 'put on brakes,
and Rev. Ben F. Hooks, chairoutstandi
an
player.
ng
coolthe
members.
squad
verbal contract between he and
ertheless, the record reflected states that he is an authority
man of the mass meeting.
off,
"
He
added
"we
cannot
afPresid,ent Davis, who made JUST PLAY FOOTBALL
AMONG UPPERCLASSMEN
that despite the fact that the on footbarl, despite the fact
ford to stop now. Our nation
Simmons many promises to Also some of the football This caused dissension among A&I outplayed six of the nine that his
last coaching was in has a date with
destiny. We
lure him away from Lincoln players were not compelled to upper classmen and a few other teams, statistics-wise, only 1936."
PHONES
are not going to use gradualHigh school in East St. Louis, attend classes — "just played freshmen which led to resent- three teams outplayed A&I.
275-9134 — WH 6-4015
"This is killing football at ism. Now is the time to change
Ill., where Simmons had es- football." A case in point is ment of Coach Simmons and They were Jackson State ColIAN FLEMIN
our nation from the quick-sand
tablished himself as a meteor,,Eugene Stewart, a quarterback other members of the coaching lege in Jackson, Miss. which A&I."
When Coach Simmons was of racism to a strong rock of
acquired tenure, grasped se- I in the Spring season of 1912, staff.
won the national champion- contacted
concerning the foot- brotherhood."
curity and enjoyed success.
was a junior. He should have Nevertheless Simmons "stuck ship, Grambling College in
It was a verbal understand- ; been a "senior" according to to his guns" and it resulted Louisiana, and Central State ball situation at A&I, he said, He said Birmingham is call"I have no comment for the ed the Magic City, but is the
ing and agreement between I the number of years on campus. in changing the attitude of college in Ohio.
press. I have not been told Tragic city for Negroes.
Simmons and President Davis,Credit-wise, he was only an some of the team members.
T1CHNICOL
Bar-B-Cue King Of
THIS IS KILLING FOOTBALL what my duties at A&I will be In conclusion
that the head coach would re- I advanced sophomore.
he told how
It is also said that the last It is generally felt that it —if
retained
at the university. actor Harry Belafonte raised
Coming May 17
The South
quire from three to four years I It was understood when two years have witnessed a
is a disadvantage for the team I have no comment on the sit- A60.000
to "get A&I's football team ICoach Simmons arrived at A&I change in the general conduct
for bonding money for Fried
2 Midnight Ra
to not have spring practice. uation."
Chicken
I
Fish
demonstrators in the current
"off of the ground" and to es- .too late for spring practice dur- of football players. "It was
Only at 11:30
And if the new head coach (Next issue: The organisa- urheaval
Pies 1, Doughnuts
tablish recognition among oth- ing his first year on campus better than it had been
in Birmingham. He
in a doesn't have spring practice tional operation of A&I's
On'Stagel All .
as an said "Walk on, walk on."
er "powerful" teams.
1(Aug. 25, 1961) he would start long time."
204 Hernando 1664 Kansas,
carried by somebody who is educational institution
More than $1,349 was collect.)
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MAMMOTH LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE
COMPANY

COMPARATIVE STATEMENTS OF CONDITION
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1962, 1957 AND
(In accordance with Annual Statements filed with Insurance 1952
Department of Kentucky)
December 31, 1962

ASSETS

...VII....

Bonds
Stocks
Mortgage Loans on Real Estate
Real Estate:
Properties occupied by Company $1173,170.57
Investment Real Estate
2911,911E33
—.Policy Loons
Cash and Sink Deposits
Escrow Deposits — Mortgog• Sensiaing Agents
Premiums Due and Deferred
Investment Income Due ond Accrued
TOTAL ADAtetTED ASSETS

or

.01••••••••••••••••

••••• •....IP MO..
4••••••••••••••••
•

E

December 31, 1931

$ 9,270,213.92
239,876 64
4,520,019 94

Dinerelier 31, 1952

$4,274,723.57
98,377A0
2,463,067.88
$281,316.31
53,973.40

1,172,088 90
156,784.78
301,120 53
46,719.63
256,163.49
151,338.97

Sle,114,32440

$2,050,273.44
163,895.00
1,314,974.61
$25/.732.74
-0-

342,289.71
23,789.71
. 258,479.79
29,670.99
130,616.58
53,873.62

Int,
lewd

254,732.74
564.74
195.567.68
-082,661.46
17,037.17

$7,674,889.25

$4,079,713.44
J

LIABILITIES

Legal Reserves
Claim Reserves
Premiums and Interest Paid in Advance
Taxes and Expenses, Accrued
Amounts Withheld or Retained by Company as Trustee
Mandatory Securities Valuation Reserve
Policyholders Reserve — Detroit Metropolitan Mutual Ins. Co.
Reserve for Mititary Coupons — Detroit Metropolitan Mutual Ins, Co.
Valuation Reserve (Ind. Life & Non-Con. ALM)
AC other Liabelot
TOTAL LIABILITIES (Except Capitol)

$11,973,151.72
126,145.13
171,920.59
180,902.43
276,247.79
81,280.60
691,231.90
11,119,47
624,138.00
38,016.85

00.

$5,607,143.04
107,721.32
52,241.86
115,666./7
167,126.35
22,527.99
-0-0-025,638.59
514,181,161.48

$2,02,999.01
73,092.72
33,043.03
77,466.38
82,700.88
8,677.93
-0-0-025,099.89
$6,098,065.64

$

600,000.00
400,000.00
18,680.73
70,262.29
844,222.30

$ 300,000.00
325,000.00
-0-0951,813.61
$ 1,933.165.32
$16,114,326.60

HANX

MRS. MUM H.
V.. Pre.54•41•

$3,103,079.84

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS
Capital Paid Up
Contingency Reserve
Asset Fluctuation Reserve
Ccmingsncy Reserve for Reinsured Business
Unassigned Surplus
TOTAL CAPITAL
SURPLUS
TOTAL LIABILITIES, CAPITAL AND SURPLUS

P

$ 200,000 00
50,000.00
-0-0726,634.00
$1,576,823.61
$7,674,881.25

974,634.00
$4,071,713.84

LAVAL T. DU
Cite Pnowdfort fr

CHARTS OF PROGRESS
17 770 214

CAPITAL /
SURPLUS

LEGAL
RESERVES

$11.973,157

$1,137,105
31,576,1174

$976,434

TO OUR POLICYHOLDERS AND SHAREHOLDERS:
We value this opportunity to give you this report as evidence
of the progress which your Company has made. Our investment
in mortgage loans, $4,520,020.00, has been a significant factor in
enabling many deserving families obtain desirable homes. These
loans are not concentrated in a single area, but distributed
throughout the states in which we are doing business.

$5,607,143

57.502,9.1

REAL
ESTATE
754,733
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13., 11
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0-, 71

1,172,049
342,2150

)962

514,114.317

MORTGAGE
LOANS

$4,570 070

'TOTAL
ASSETS

$2.467.061

During 1982 our payments to policyholders reached an all
time high, $1,535,480.00. This opportunity to make funds available in a time of need is the cause for our being. We were happy
for an opportunity to meet our obligation.

$1.314,975

$7,674,4119

PAYMENTS TO
POLICYHOLDERS

We earnestly solicit your continued support which will assist

us to grow larger and render greater service.

$4.079,714
31 575 410

Sala 765

$116,013,173

Your support has helped us accumulate more than Sixteen
Million Dollars in capital. The Company is dedicated to a program
to use this capital constructively. Our investment in bonds is distributed: Government, $1,798,271.00; Political Sub-Divisions,
$2,255,052.00; Railroads, $302,924.00; Public Utilities, $3,312,421.00; Industrial, $1,801,548.00; Total, $9,270,214.00. Real Estate
occupied by the Company, $873,170.57, includes our Home Office
building in Louisville, and branch office buildings in Chicago,
Cleveland, Dayton, Detroit, Lexington, Milwaukee, and St. Loui.s,
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Pc.OUTDOOR LOUNGE
ENSEMBLE...
Aluminum folding web chairs and chaise lounge. Folds quick and easy for
storage and portability. Available in green and white stripe webbing only.
This offer expires May 31, 1963
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WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY 1963
GENERAL ELECTRIC AIR CONDITIONER!
(EXCLUDING 1.40011 RP-202A)

COOL

•

.. . first of the four essentials to
Balanced Living Comfort. Here
General Electric exeells! Every unit la
individually capacity tested for top
cooling performance.
A G-E cooled home is a
Summer paradise ...
Ilk
haven for entertaining,
working or playing.

CRISP

Full Value Air Conditioning
with GENERAL ELECTRIC
Balanced Living Comfort
CLEAN

For true Balance Living Comfort, air
must be free of excessive moisture
as well as being,cool. General
Electric virtually wrings gallons of
oppressive moisture from hot,
'humid air every day. You'll
enjoy the crispness that makes
you feel like doing more . . .
you'll eat and sleep
better, too!

General Electric Balanced Living
Comfort means clean air as well as
cool dry sit. The washable air filter
traps most unhealthful, airborn dust,
bacteria and pollen.
a boon to hay fever sufferers.
Draperies, curtains and walls
stay cleaner, longer ...
day to day housework
becomes amazingly easier.

BUDGET PRICED COOLING:

QUIET

•

The fourth essential to Balanced
Living Comfort is quiet operation.
G-E room air conditioners are
acoustically engineered to
deliver cool, dry air at
exceptionally low operating
noise levels. Sleeping or
entertaining is a
pleasure in a G-E
air conditioned home.
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FOR BEDROOMS AND SMALL AREAS

•

• LO-COOL for pleasant, quiet night-time cooling or HI-COOL
for maximum cooling

14

•

"I

• 10 POSITION THERMOSTAT automatically maintains the
desired comfort level.
• ADJUSTABLE AIR DIRECTOR allows you to discharge air
straight out for maximum penetration or upward at any angle
to 45 degrees.
• WASHABLE AIR FILTER
• 8,200 BTU COOLING CAPACITY

•

—"essmeirallv

RICE
EASY BUDGET TERMS!
.

RI--4136B

•

Also available in . . .
6,000 BTU CAPACITY . . . 115 volt model

••
SPECIAL
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Bbut OFFER!

Pc. OUTDOOR LOUNGE SET

•,
•4

Aluminum folding web chairs and chaise lounge. Folds
quick and easy for storage and portability. Available
green and white stripe webbing only. Chaise lounge adjusts instantly to four positions without moving from
the lounge.

/.

IDEAL COOLING

FOR

I tit

DEN

OR

BEDROOM

9,300 BTU
COOLING CAPACITY
• EASILY INSTALLED in lower sash windows or
through the wall.
• 10 POSITION THERMOSTAT automatically maintains the desired comfort level.

.4•1111•11111MMOSTEMI

• LO-COOL for pleasant, quiet night-time cooling or
HI-COOL for maximum cooling.
• AIR EXCHANGER provides fresh air with or without cooling.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN . . .
6,200 AND 8,100 BTU — 115 VOLT RATINGS

• CONCEALED EASY TO OPERATE
PUSHBUTTONS.

LOW IN PRICE...HIGH IN COMFORT VALUE!
GENERAL ELECTRIC ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS ARE AVAILABLE IN A
WIDE RANGE OF COOLING CAPACITIES FROM 4,000 TO 22,500 BTU'S

••

II

•

••

Decorator Stylie9. Ihstinctive styling . . smart,
modern design complements
any room decor. Unobtrusively blends in with your
fine-furniture arrangement.

Full Value Air Conditioning
with GENERAL ELECTRIC
Balanced Living Comfort

these added General Electric Values

ced
Don
are

Satootit. Ultra 9a1at Rotary Corapresser. Velvetsmooth power, provided by
unique rotary action, virtually eliminates vibration.
Manufactured by G.E. to
assure quality .
dependability. Available on most
models.

to

at
tins
Or

is a
G-E
.me.

Wadable Air Niter. Easy
and quick to remove, wash
and replace. Eliminates expense of filter replacement.
Germ growth in trapped
particles is prevented by a
special chemical.

Aateatatic Tbarmostat Set
at tha comfort level that
suits you best. Temperature
is automatically maintained,
never too cool . . . never
too warm!

klalti-Sp••d F•a. A finger-tip
touch and you select the air velocity
desired . . . convenient pushbuttons
provide LOW for quiet, night-time
cooling . . . HIGH for maximum
cooling.

LARGE AREA COOLING.
BIG 12,50
0 BTU CAPACITY

FULL FEATURE PERFORMANCE FOR LARGER
ROOMS OR MULTI-ROOM COOLING.
• Easy-to-operate pushbuttons allow you to select multi-speed COOL
or FAN only operation.
• 10 POSITION THERMOSTAT for automatic temperature control
and a fresh ventilation control.
• Easily installed in lower sash windows or through the wall.

A STANDOUT VALUE!
•• LOW IN PRICE...EASY TERMS!

E

SPECIAL

13,jytet,OFFER!

3 Pc. OUTDOOR LOUNGE SET
Aluminum folding web chairs and chaise lounge. Folds
quick and easy for storage and portability. Available
green and white stripe webbing only. Chaise lounge adjusts instantly to four positions without moving from
the lounge.

SUPER COOLING, SUPER QUIET!
••

16,500 BTU GIANT
COOLING CAPACITY
NEW 1963

SUPERLINE
ROOM AIR CONDITIONER
• Actually as quiet as many units
with one-third less capacity
• Outside ventilation, with or without cooling.

• 10-position thermostat.
• Gives you the super-cooling power
you need for area-by-area cooling
of your entire house!

LIBERAL TERMS... UP TO 3 FULL YEARS TO PAY!
••

GENERAL ELECTRIC ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS ARE AVAILABLE IN A
WIDE RANGE OF COOLING CAPACITIES FROM 4,000 TO 22,500 BTU'S
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I—IF! Atty. Ira Henderson operator
Murphy can explain to the own va
satisfaction of the Grand Jury Show
about his "gun-toting habit" Ask hi
AND THE JURY IS convinced, place to
that will be good enough for a forma
US.
THE'
THE LOCAL KAPPAS re- POLITII
claimed themselves in their faces to
presentation of the 1963 Deb- mayor's
utantes. It was a very nice af- vember
fair. This cannot be said about GEO'
the 1962 Debutante presenta- politicia
tion, held at Clearpool skat- sition
ing rink. It was like a "real hue) h
drag, man."
defeat.
MELVIN BONDS, owner and
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i long re
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ROOM AIR
CONDITIONER

PLACE UNIT IN WINDOW
Here's true installation
convenience! Just open )our
double-sash window and
set the unit in place

Sor
Fig
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CLAUDE A. ARMOUR

fThe
Sig
ty ha
stamp
diseas-

.0 v
Armour To Speak .
At Porter PTA
eeting, Thurs. esoc."rtor,,s
United
"All"All

SUDE OUT SIDE PANELS*
The side closure panels are built right
into the unit . .. no cutting or sawing of
panels. Slide the panels out to fill
your window width and insert sill
gaskets — close the window and
the installation
is complete.••

•

c
- BEDROOM COOLING at...

EXCEPTIONALLY LOW PRICE!
4,000 BTU CAPACITY

PLUG IN AND SLEEP!
Plug in the unit and it's reads to
provide the perfect
atmosphere for sound.
restful sleep.

Specifically designed for bedrooms. Every feature from its low noise level
to its ease of handling, has been purposely incorporated in the unit to bring
you the finest in bedroom comfort. Convenient 115 volt 7-1/2 ampere
operation. Yours at a low, low price.

149"

self to
next
Commissioner Claude A. Ar- and a
mour is expected to discuss "Ma
aspects of "Juvenile Delinquen- believ:
cy," when he addresses the Por- feet h
ter School PTA at 7:30 p.m. this e
some
Thursday, May 9, in the unatte
school's cafeteria.
ous ill
The PTA president, Mrs. C. ed.
Mrs.
. Hill, said that "concern
mut what parents and teach- man .
ers can do to help curb juve_ Marid
nile delinquency in the imme. the s.
diate neighborhood has interest the PTA Membership
Other PTA units and interest-groups and organizations
are invited to attend.
A. B. Owen, Jr. is principal
of the school.
-

NEED A HOUSE FULL OF
NEW FURNITURE'
THINK YOU HAVE A CREDIT
PROBLEM"
Calf WH 8 2666
Ask for MR LEWIS
FREEMAN
FURNITURE CO.
11940 South Lauderdale St
Phone WH 8-2666

•

• Fits sash windows from 26" to 391
/
2" wide.
•• Complete installation instructions packed with unit.

GENEIAL HOME SERVICE

1264 Gewalt
4566 Somer

Phew FA 3-1171
Phone MU 2-4611
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Ira Henderson operator of the. Big M, has his
explain to the own variety of the Late, Late
f the Grand Jury Show — after formal dance.
gun-toting habit" Ask him how he packs his
RY IS convinced. place for early oreakfast after
good enough for a formal dance.
THERE ARE SOME LOCAL
AL KAPPAS re- POLITICIANS looking for new
mselves in their faces to enter the race for the
of the 1963 Deb- mayor's seat—come the Noas a very nice af- vember elections.
not be said about
GEORGE W. LEE, the master
butante presentapolitician, is in
better pot Clearpool skat- sition
— now that Millsap Fitzwas like a "real
hueh has gone down in 'ignoble
defeat.
IT WILL NOT COME as a
surprise if Head Coach of Football. John Merritt of Jackson
State College in Jackson, Miss.
is made head coach at Tenn.
A gi I State university. As a
matter of fact, we have a suspicion that he had already
made some pretty serious commitments to President W. S.
Davis.
Benjamin Blakey is in E. H.
Crump hospital for observation.
We regret that he is not so
chipper. But look at that nice
long rest he is getting. So guys
get all of the breaks.

Sorority Joins
Fight To Erase
Uterine Cancer

WINNERS AT TSU — Students at Tennessee State recently elected these students to offices for the 1963-64 school year
in a campus election. From left are Gerald
Durley, Student Council President; Miss

A HOUSE FULL OF
W FURNITURE'
OU HAVE A CREDIT
PROBLEM'
I CI 8 2666
for MR LEWIS
REEMAN
ITURE CO.
uth Lauderdale St.
ne WH 8-2666

Introducing
Soft
Whiskey.

Janie Ogilvie, Miss Tennessee State University:" and Napoleon Hornbuckle, Student Council vice president. The students
are members of Greek letter organizations
at TSU.

Beulah Baptist church, 2407] Mrs. Ruth Graves is chair.
Douglas in Orange Mound willimanT of the Home Department,
observe Christian Home Week Sidney Madlock, chairman of
during programs to be present- the Youth Division; Mrs. Vired at the cburch on Thursday ginia Glover. general chairman
and Friday nights, starting at and Mrs. M. H. Sanders, co7:30 p.m.
chairman.
The theme of this year's ob- Other chairmen are Mrs.
WINS $25 PRIZE Wendell Car- servance is "Christ-Centered Della Wooldridge. publicity;
ter, son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon- Homes. the Hope of t h e Mrs. Ethel Evans, finance; Mrs.
ard Carter of 2751 Select, is World." The first night has Sarah Collins, decorations;
the winner of top prize in the been designated as "Youth Mrs. Mary Jones, refreshments
Newsboys Contest sponsored by Night," and the other as "Fam- and Miss Dale Ford, co-chairFellowship Night."
man of the Youth Division.
the Tri-State Defender. The ily
Guest speaker for Youth Mrs. Josephine Winbush is sec12-year-old salesman is a
Night will be Mrs. Ann Robin- retary.
sixth grade student at Dunbar
son of Family Service of Mem- Rev. W. C. Holmes is pastor
Elementary school.
phis. Special music will be of the church.
- 'given by the youth choirs of
1St. John and New Era Baptist
ters will serve as mistress of

(The first hard liquor

arts.
FEW AUSTRIANS
It is under the supervision
of the Academic Senate of the
University. Students of all
countries, having a sufficient
knowledge of English will be
enrolled. The student body
will be composed mainly of
foreign students with a small

Christian Home Week
At Beulah Baptist

The Omicron Sigma chapter
of Sigma Garr.= Rho sorority has joined the fight to
stamp out uterine cancer, a
disease which claims some 14,000 victims a year in the
United States.
"All the individual has to
do to take part in the project," said a spokesman for the
sorority, "is to present herself to her doctor within the
•
•
next year for a pap smear
<flier Claude A. Arand a physical check-up.
xpected to discuss "Many a woman,
who now
The annual band and choir
Juvenile Delinquen- believes herself to be in pere addresses the Por- fect health will find through concert at Capleville High
PTA at 7:30 p.m. this examination that she has School, 4326 Shelby Dr., has
some condition, which if left been arranged for Friday, May
May 9, in the unattended,
could cause seri- 10 at 8 p.m. in the school's
feteria.
ous illness or death," she add- new gymnasium. Adult tickets
are 50 cents and students 35
president, Mrs. C.
Mrs. Ethel Watkins is chair- cents.
aid that "concern
Charles Keel is the bandt parents and teach- man of the project, and Mrs.
to help curb juve- Maridelle Reed is basileus of master and Noah Bond is choir
sorority.
the
director.
'
uency in the immeborhood has interA Membership
A units and interand organizations
to attend.
wen, Jr. is principal
ool.

r To Speak
ter PTA
g, Thurs.

percentage of Austrians.
The formal opening of th
Summer Session will take piaci
on July 14 in the presence of
representatives of the Austrian
government.
In addition. to the regulai
Miss Angela Griffin Owen
Miss Owen is a graduate of classes and seminars, the stuis one of eighty-five students Spelman college, Atlanta, and dents will participate in study
trips, attend the Salzburg Festhroughout the world who has is at present a student of the
been accepted to attend the graduate school of Fisk univer- tival, and take a four day conUniversity of Vienna Summer sity where she is majoring in ducted tour to Vienna.
clinical psychology. While at- The site of the Summer
School in Strobl, Austria.
tending the University of Vi- School is the St. Wolfgans
She is the daughter of Mr.
enna she will pursue additional Campus of the University of
and Mrs. William F. Owen of
studies in psychology and Vienna in Strobl on the short
1247 South Parkway East.
of Lake St. Wolfgang. The
Gelman.
campus is located one hundred
The 5ununer School of .the
University is a specialized and eighty seven miles from
Institution dedicated to the Vienna and 30 miles from
promotion of better under- Salzburg.
standing between Europeans
and Americans in the field of
general education. Its aims are
to enable English-speaking students to become acquainted
with the Austrian educational
and social values and to explain Austria's role in the
world of European science and

John Ronza's

CENTRAL AVE. LIQUORS
2159 CENTRAL Al' COOPER

II 44573

MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
r"

,1 RG E Pin it I \(, .1 HE-1 r,.rs`.7gisi

"SHOP CENTRAL — AND SAVE"

BLENDED WINSKEY•N; PROOF
55% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
CALVERT DIST (Si. I 01,1SV11.1 E. KY

Rust Choir To Sing
At Ward Chapel AME

LECTURE
The Baptist Industrial ColDr. L. W. Diggs of the Uni- lege and Semnairy of Hernanversity of Tennessee School of do, Miss., is presenting the Rust
Medicine will lecture on College A Capella choir in con"Sickle Cell Anemia Research" cert on Sunday, May 19, at
on Family Fellowship Night. Ward Chapel AME church,
Mrs. Charles Pinkstnn will be 1125 S. Parkway east, and the
mistress of ceremonies.
public is invited.
Refreshments will be served Commissioner William Farris
at the church by Mrs. Midred has been invited to speak. Mrs.
Riley, consultant for the Pet W. P. Anderson Clay will be
Milk company.
soloist.

America's Greatest
Wardrobe Value
2 Suits,
1 Sportcoat,
2 Pairs of
Slacks equal
5 Garments

They say "the first 100 years are the hardest"
...and now they're behind us. So, LET'S GO!
Lack of higher education and professional training
have long handicapped our progress. Until recently

DIFFERENT OUTFITS

we could blame segregated educationalsystems and
their effects for this lack. But no longer. Now qualified students of all races and creeds are accepted

MONTHS TO PAY!

at most state universities and private colleges
...and the means for qualifying are available.
The doors are opening, but completing an
education, whether vocational, high school, or college,

DOLLARS DOWN
DOLLARS PER MONTH

still takes ambition, determination, good
grades — and money! Today the cost of an

Here's What You Get:
• 2 SUITS, Dacron- and Wool

education is about four times what it was
twenty years ago. Now it costs more to
get in and still more to stay in. Too many of
our gifted youth are foiling to reach their

Free Alterations
By Our Master
Tailors

Intellectual fulfillment. We cannot afford to
waste their talent .. we must not lose this
future leadership. So ...

I Sporfcoat Natural Shoulder
Dacron' and Wool
2 Pair Trousers, DaCron• and
Wool, Plain Front or
P;cated, $17.95 ea.

THESE 12 SMART MIX-MATCH ENSEMBLES
3 COATS AND 4 TROUSERS
EQUAL 12 OUTFITS

LET'S START WITH
VOCATIONAL AND HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES!
We mustn't overlook anything which may help achieve this. Almost
every community offers free or inexpensive basic education. There
are vocational guidance groups, training and career opportunities
at the high school level, many scholarships for hi-school grads,
financial aid programs for undergrads, and fellowships for college
graduates; not to mention the many home-study courses. Here is a
booklet which spells out these opportunities. It should be read by
everyone who wants to advance himself. Just fill out the coupon.

•Plos Soles

PAY ONLY $12 down and $12 per month uith one year
to pay. Full
range of sizes in regulars, shorts, longs and extra longs, 36 to
48. Slacks
in sizes 28 to .12. -If you prefer, you may use your 90-day open account
or lay-away.

93P
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Grofirrorn: Flom ornd your free booklet on EDUCATION. DEPT. ED135

Send for this
FREE BOOKLET

Insurance

SAVE 25%, NOW ONLY . . ..

SUPREMELE
Company

ofilmerica P.R. DEPT, 3501 South Parkway, Chicago 53, Ill.

BRING THIS COUPON ON PURCHASE OF
EACH WARDROBE, A BEAUTIFUL $2.50
SILK TIE RECEIVED

